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ABSTRACT
The use of mobile technologies in the educational process has been generating positive results. In this
context, institutions that work with Distance Education (DE) need to update and adapt their processes
to these innovations. Considering this trend, UNA-SUS/UFMA has built, in partnership with the Saite
Group, a virtual library that enables fast and free access to its contents using mobile devices. With the
expansion of the tool's use, the institution invested in a new version to provide a better experience to
its users. This paper aims to perform a detailing of the Saite Store new version, showing its operation
and the technological implementations carried out. Finally, the importance of performing updates in
the application is highlighted, considering its great potential for use by more than twenty thousand
users.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the ease of access to these devices has caused a growing number of people to have one
or more devices and know how to handle them [1]. Therefore, mobile learning becomes a reality,
allowing access to educational content and knowledge sharing with autonomy, regardless of
economic, social and geographical factors, through mobile interaction platforms.
Distance Education (DE), already widespread in adult education, especially in higher education,
has excelled in health continued education [2]. In Brazil this trend is confirmed and because of
that the regulatory institutions such as the Ministry of Education, have become aware to the
creation and imposition of rules to regularize the practices on Health Distance Education, in order
to ensure quality in this mode, aligning to the presential initiatives. Regulation is essential to
ensure that the economic appeal offered by DE do not encourage the multiplication of courses
without enough theoretical and scientific basis to form good professionals [3].
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The modality has expanded in various ways, following the major advances both with regard to the
evolution of technologies, and in relation to the renewed conceptions in the area of education. In
this sense, one of the branches of DE that has gained more and more space is the m-Learning
(Mobile Learning). The term refers to the use of mobile devices (such as cell phones,
smartphones, PDAs, handheld computers, tablet PCs, laptops, and personal media players) to
mediate the learning process. The m-Learning expands as mobile devices become indispensable
in the routine of individuals. The need to update and sync with the virtual world experienced in
the contemporary world makes people rarely distance themselves from their mobile devices. The
m-Learning initiatives are based on the observance of the ubiquitous character of these devices,
taking advantage of the fact that their presence is so latent in the lives of individuals, using that to
bring them closer to educational practice [4].
The possibility to facilitate the access of the student to course content through mobile applications
known as m-Learning presents itself as an important and powerful tool for Distance Education.
M-Learning is defined as the ability to learn anywhere at anytime without the need for a physical
connection to network cables [5].
Recent studies suggest that medical science students have positive perceptions regarding mobile
learning [6][7].In addition, students report that m-Learning tools have been as effective as
traditional teaching in clinical environments and formal learning environments [8][9].
The Saite Store is one of the tools that enable the dissemination of knowledge with quality. This
virtual library makes e-books available for free. Its content is mostly aimed at health
professionals, since the training of workers in this area imposes the need for permanent
qualification and innovation of educational practices, in a dynamic and systematized way [10].
The objective of this work is to describe the experience of developing a new version of the Saite
Store, as well as describing the virtual library.

2. MOBILELEARNING
Mobile learning or m-learning, is the learning through the use of mobile devices as a platform for
studies [11], through the integration of several processing and data communication technologies.
With this, it allows students and teachers a greater possibility of interaction, providing education
at a more comprehensive level. It enables learning to no longer be limited by location, time, and a
physical connection line, with more expensive equipment such as a desktop computer or a laptop
[12] [13].
M-learning is an even more flexible form of education, which creates new spaces and ways of
interaction, not just an extension of formal education. Among the advantages of using m- learning
as a teaching-learning strategy, it is worth to mention: acquiring knowledge anywhere, requiring
only that the users have their device at hand, even in movement; being able to access the learning
system you want, when and where you need it; expanding the learning resources, each student can
choose the material and method he/she finds most convenient; enabling learning in real context,
since it is possible to exchange experiences with other users at different levels [14].
From these considerations, it is possible to see the relevance of m-learning implementation in the
model of distance education.

3. SAITE STORE1.0
The Open University of Brazilian National Health System of the Federal University of Maranhão
(UNA-SUS/UFMA), attentive to the expansion of smart phones market and following an
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increasingly current tendency of mobile devices use in education, developed the Saite Store: an
application that offers content mostly in health area, which can be downloaded through the Play
Store and Apple Store. The platform was developed in partnership with the Saite Group - research
group focused on health, innovation, technology and education. In this application, users can
download free e-books and manage them according to their interest by creating their own virtual
library.
A multidisciplinary team formed by professionals from the areas of Instructional Design (ID),
Graphic Design (GD) and Information and Technology (IT) participated in the development of
Saite Store. The application was built using HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript technologies in view
of the strong application of these technologies in the market and their compatibility with major
browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer.
UNA-SUS/UFMA develops applications for mobile devices addressing mostly health care
subjects since 2013. One of the main purposes to develop these learning tools is to provide
material elaborated by experts in health care, primary care and public health, for free, and to be
accessed through any type of mobile devices online and offline. In this way, it became possible to
reach even those who live or work in remote regions, where Internet access is limited.
Nevertheless, despite of being innovative learning objects, which have become popular in a short
period, there were some limitations to be overcome. Before SAITE Store creation, it was noted
that as each application had to be searched and downloaded individually and it became
uncomfortable for users to have an application for each book in their mobiles. Another limitation
was the search in Google and Apple stores, which could direct users to various applications, not
necessarily those produced by UNA-SUS/UFMA.
SAITE Store has emerged as a solution to these problems. It collects all the applications
developed by UNA-SUS/UFMA, making easier for users to find and download the e-books they
are interested in.
SAITE Store is, therefore, an application that works as a virtual store, providing access to e-books
(interactive classic books) categorized by subject areas. The books address health issues and also
cover topics from other areas such as Portuguese.
The production of first grade, free of access, free and unrestricted, educational materials prepared
for professionals applied in the topics addressed; secondly, a web of international teaching
dynamics, transforming learning into a routine, through the insertion of educational elements in
the day-to-day of music lessons, with the use of mobile devices.
Currently, Saite Store already has more than 200 e-books distributed in 12 thematic areas. It is
used by more than 22,000 users, proving to be useful in the democratization of the knowledge
offered by UNA-SUS/UFMA. In this platform, users have the possibility to access free,
interactive and updated content at any time, as well as it allows students of the institution to
continue their studies even through other platforms.

4. SAITE STORE2.0
4.1 Features
In its first release, Saite was already a virtual library that featured easy-to-use e-books - with
engaging design and interactive graphical animations - that used the least scrollbars in the text.
This allowed the user to access all content on a single screen. Through the methodology of
exploratory and stress tests with the application, the inability to implement new functionalities
and to update the application with new e-books was detected. It has led to the decision to develop
a more potent version of the application that would allow compatibility with a wider range of
devices.
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A traceability process of version 1.0 weaknesses was then performed, listing requirements for the
new version to be developed.
In this updated version, the application gives the user a more flexible and completely offline
browsing experience, increasingly providing the user with autonomy to access intended content
whenever and wherever they want.
In the previous version of Saite, it was only possible to navigate through the store with internet
connection. When there was no connection, the user had access only to downloaded books.
With this upgrade, navigating through the application has become easier and totally off-line. This
means a lot more independence: the user can perform any activities that the application makes
available even without internet access; the connection is needed only for downloading e- books.
A new database architecture has been implemented for the server environment and the user's
mobile device. With the operation of this data structure, the use of the offline application was
allowed, since a mirror of the service is provisioned at the client.
In addition to the change in navigability, the new Saite Store also has a greater capacity of books
storage than the previous version, mainly because of the improvement in the application's speed.
The new version has optimization algorithm for data provision and only once a day a mirror of the
data that the application needs is generated. Two algorithms are used on the server: one to create a
file with all available information and another only for new information.
Another interesting change is that the new Saite Store brings a more flexible design than the
previous one and now the student has a tool more compatible and adaptable to different devices. It
was sought to understand how the user uses his device and then a version that is better suited to
reading was built - be it horizontal for tablets or vertical for smart phones. Specific versions were
also developed for smart phones, adapted to the guidelines of each of the operating systems (iOS,
Android, and Windows). According to the Google publisher (Play Store), the application's
acceptance in approved devices has reached 100%. In this paper, we dealt with the details of the
version for Android devices.

4.2 SaiteStore 2.0Detailing
When the users open the app, they come across the home screen, which contains a preview of the
thematic areas in the app that are displayed in rotating banner format. Below are e-books divided
by some thematic areas, with an initial highlight for the recent e-books category, which presents
the novelties of the store. This way, the user keeps informed about new content options.
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Figure 1: Saite Store Home screen.

The navigation through these lists occurs in the horizontal direction. So that the user can
intuitively understand the navigation direction, the last e-book card in the line appears partially on
the screen, encouraging him/her to scroll to get the rest of the information. Above these, the
button with the plus symbol is included, to present the other e-books that compose the list.
The application's main functions are presented in the top menu for easy navigation. In this menu,
the user will find: "Search bar", which works with data entry through typing or voice search,
saving recent searches performed by the user; the "Themes" option that lists all the subject areas
in which e-books are currently categorized in the store; and the "My e-books" option, which
organizes all books that the user has already downloaded.
Together with the search button, there is a menu, indicated by an icon adapted to the language and
layout on each device that presents a description of the application on the "About" button, a
"tutorial", and the "exit" option.
The transition between these screens (main, thematic and my e-books) is evident: each one has a
distinct appearance, to emphasize that they have different purposes, allowing a quick
identification of the section where the user is.

Figure 2: App’s home screens.
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In the thematic areas screen, a list is presented containing the topics in which e-books are
classified. Currently, the store presents 200 e-books divided into 12 thematic areas related to
health, distance education, Portuguese language and scientific methodology. By clicking on the
intended subject area, the user will find descriptive information about the content and all the ebooks that are part of the area.

Figure 3: Screen with thematic area information, with e-book information and with related e-books.

When choosing an e-book, the user is redirected to the screen with information about its content,
size, a button with installation action and a list of other e-books related to the chosen material.
By clicking on install, the user follows the installation of the material and is notified as soon as
this process ends. With the e-book installed, the users can read or uninstall it. If they choose to
read, they are directed to the e-book, where the content can be accessed. If they choose to
uninstall the book, a warning screen pops up to confirm the action.
The e-books have a dynamic and interactive format and are updated constantly, according to the
need for content renewal. Before starting to read the material, the user is informed when the last
update occurred.
While reading the e-book, the application allows, by means of fixed buttons, the user to return to
the homepage or return to the book description area.

Figure 4: Read and uninstall functions, E-book uninstall alert and E-book and fixed buttons to return and.
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By clicking on install, the user follows the installation of the material and is notified as soon as
this process ends. With the e-book installed, the users can read or uninstall it. If they choose to
read, they are directed to the e-book, where the content can be accessed. If they choose to
uninstall the book, a warning screen pops up to confirm the action.
All downloaded eBooks are flagged with a green indicator and listed in the "My eBooks" area,
which allows the creation of a custom library. These books can be arranged alphabetically or by
theme, according to user's viewing needs.

Figure 5: “My e-books” area arranged alphabetically, “My e-books" area organized by themes and Screens
in tablet version.

For the tablet version, we worked on landscape orientation by re-adapting the elements to fit this
guideline while retaining the application's functions and principles.

5.CONCLUSIONS
The use of applications that assist in students' studies routine has become a reality in education. In
this context, Saite Store presents itself as a tool that allows access to quality free content, in an
easy way. Currently, the store already has more than 21,860 downloads and presents great
potential for new implementations.
For a version 3.0 of the store, some features have already been listed: the possibility of user
sharing of information with other people; greater interaction with the users with dialog boxes that
stimulate the permanence and facilitate even more their navigation in the platform; a module to
collect data about the users' behavior in relation to the application (number of pages read, most
downloaded and most uninstalled e-books, time of navigation in the application, etc.);
internationalization of the store for English and Spanish versions; insertion of functionality that
allows the users to reopen the book on the page where they stopped, if they close the application
and open it again.
For version 2.0, it is planned to carry out surveys with users to collect information and feedback
about their experiences and perceptions regarding the application and to validate the
implementation of the new features listed for a new version.
SAITE Store figures as tool to promote continuing education in health, since it provides various
e-books which address many topics in health field, and by no cost. The e-Books offered in the
virtual store are powerful tools for health professionals learning, using any type of mobile device,
with or without access to Internet, which results in more possibilities to improve knowledge,
hence, resulting in better assistance to the population assisted.
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